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Hares: WTFIA, Kiss My Ring,  

Heru, Franck & Virginie + ANO 
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Forget Whitewater, Watergate, Trumpgate and all the other gates (although Margate is a shithole)              
because yesterday the shenanigans of our elected representatives cast all those political            
improprieties into the shadow and came up with its own abuse of constitutional power. Welcome to                
Hashgate. The writer understands the risk having his scribe pass to future circles revoked by GM                
Jaws, but we’re talking about the risk to democracy here. Where should we begin: 
 

 
Spot the difference. Replies on a (full) bottle of beer. 
 
A Most Unfrench-like Run 
Well, first off, this could NOT have been a run set by the French. This was a smoke and mirrors                    
sham where the five french faces on the packet did not match the             
contents of the tin.  
For example, there were no death defying gullies facing elderly walkers           
on sticks, no endless stairways to heaven followed by a parachute           
descent, no clouds to shine a torch through, no swamps full of leeches             
and crocodiles and no requirement to carry five litres of water to survive             
two hours of scorching heat.  
There was none of that. Instead the pack was treated to verdant            
undulations, golden temples, lush meadows, bubbling brooks, interesting well-thought-out trails ….           
and a run not exceeding one hour. A French run? Absolute cock. If it looks like a canard, waddles                   



like a canard and quacks like a canard, then it’s probably a canard. This canard was definitely not                  
French … and so it was to be revealed later on into the proceedings. 
 

 
 
Opening Address to the Lower Hash House 
President Jaws called in the “Hares” and praised them for a terrific job; another notch in his                 
bedpost of Making the Hash Great Again. WTFIA showed his disdain of the plebiscite by throwing                
his DD beer over FA Cup. The GM then deflected from this outrageous display of beer wastage                 
with the rather sobering news of Houston Basher’s departure to the Celestial HHH (the details are                
early and sketchy) and Doctor Fucking Jeckyl’s excellent mastery of the Hash Poppy Appeal. Our               
thoughts are with both HB and those who have fallen. 
Anyway, the deflection was soon broken and the assembled Germans were asked if they had               
bought any Poppies. You could have heard a pin drop; hopefully not one from a hand grenade. 
In yet another bout of identity theft, Leaky Leg’s “Anoumen” was followed by Scrubber’s own               
more-sweet-sounding version. Tootsie (the Hash Communication Officer) was carpeted for his           
fake news that the Indohash would run from November 2018 to November 2019 thus making it the                 
World’s first Tantric Hash. President Jaws followed up by announcing a forthcoming meeting of the               
Upper House (the committee) to which all were invited except for Jim “Fungus” Acosta who most                
definitely was not welcome. 
 
Lower House Banter 
Mannequin Pis called a point of administration. It seems that Runmaster SAD Gobbler contacted              
Hareline master MP and asked him to tell him (SADG) that he (SADG) would be a Hare at a future                    
run. Efficient Swiss my-arse. Next up was Tequila Slapper for dressing in all-black, Ninja              
Turtle-cum-ISIS garb. C*** Face (great name … but he needs to grow a beard) calls in SAD                 
Gobbler for providing the French with a rope which subsequently resulted in a near death               
experience to pack members and, most particularly to Tequila. Which left the circle wondering how               
the emergency services might have taken to a flattened ISIS-clad figure found in the middle of                
nowhere accompanied by nothing more than a rope and a camera. A Bondage experiment gone               
wrong obviously springs to mind. 
 
Virgins, Returnees and Visiting Hashers 
First off, let’s expose how low this regime has sunk in terms of unethical behaviour. So visiting                 
Seattle hasher Queen of the Bitches was collared by Kamala registrar Soi Dog for a THB 520                 



virgin fee to include hash shirt. The poor sod was included in the ceremonial ice bath amongst cries                  
that he was in no way a virgin. Soi Dog going for next Hash Attorney General? So, four virgins and                    
ten returnees … plus Banana and Lucky Lek who were plotting offline, ignorant of current house                
proceedings. Welcome to visiting Hashers … two from Grenada, Queen of the Pussies and Just               
Brad. 
 
Numbered Shirts 
Those with sad lives include La Lasagna (25 runs), Professor Nutfucker (25), Floating Corpse              
(50), Happy Slapper (50) and Short Circuit (100). Get a life …. 
 
More Stuff from the Lower House. 

Mannequin Pis suggests that Blue Harlot, currently finding it difficult          
to find volunteer Stewards, should follow Minnie Mouse’s tactics of          
offering blow jobs to reluctant contenders. Seems like we’ll be          
cancelling the Steward Spot henceforth then. There followed a         
remembrance moment with the tale of Houston Basher, on route to           
an away bash to Chumphom, used his sandwich bag as a pisspot. The             
GM re-anacted that moment with drinking a golden fluid of unknown           
provenance from a similar vessel. Then … the big reveal….. 
 
The Scribe started this piece by ridiculing the        
idea that today’s excellent trail was set by the         

Frenchies. And so it transpired … Mannekin Pis summoned into the circle            
SAD Gobbler, who, it seemed. was instrumental in designing and setting           
the trail. It seems he couldn’t trust the Gallic Rabble to follow his precise              
instructions on what constitutes a good trail. So he stalked them all the             
way through the piece, laying paper, providing ropes, pruning obstructive          
shrubs and pulling them into huddles for pep talks/bollockings. Fake news           
was revealed and the hare content was increased to six. 
 
Even More Stuff from the Lower House 
Mannekin Pis left his kit bag on the bus after Wednesday’s Tinman. Tight Fit duly returned the                 
bag. Half hour later MP thanks TF for the return of the bag especially as it contained one of his                    
shirts … which he wore having forgotten to bring a spare to the hash. TF then informs him that said                    
shirt, smelly and soaked in sweat, was left in the bus bin and all he did was stuff it into the bag for                       
convenience. It didn’t belong to MP at all. Nice! 
The circle was then treated to an erotic moment when Twice Nightly was asked to recreate a                 
dog-pissing-on-Murkury moment. Alas it never happened.  
GM Jaws calls in the Germans and regaled them with a joke about Kaiser Bill. Oh. how they                  
laughed!!! Listen guys, we need to stop taking the piss about German humour. A German joke is                 
no laughing matter! 
 
 
 



Steward Spot from Jungle Balls 
Two visiting hashers from Grenada (Note to Soi Dog: they were not sold             
shirts as virgins. Please sort!) noted that Murkury’s “Slaphead Little          
Bleeder” song was heard to be sung in Guadalupe. This encouraged           
Jungle Balls to add a new verse “If he comes to Guadalupe. We’ll make              
some turtle soup.” Also noteworthy was just how little Thai is needed to             
extort free beers from the beer truck. The words “Bin .J.C.!” seem to work              
a treat. Try it next week. JB also tells the story of when the GM visited his                 
doctor who advised him “Don’t eat anything fatty!”. Jaws asked “Does that            
mean no burgers?” The doc replied “You misunderstand. I said “Don’t eat            
anything, Fatty!” The Doc then added “Does obesity run in your family?” To             
which Jaws replied “Nobody runs in my family!”. 

 
Runmaster 
Foul play! was called when SAD Goggler refused to recuse himself even though there was plainly                
a conflict of interest; he can’t judge his own run. The Scribe did make urgent representations to GM                  
Jaws but was met with a Captain Mainwaring-like “Stupid Boy!”. And so the vote was called. And                 
this is where People Power returned to the PH3. they saw through the scam and awarded a                 
perplexed SAD Gobbler Shit of the Week. Fucking well-deserved too. Good run! Fake news will               
out! 
 

 
 
On On! 
Tight Fit 
Sous-Scribe and Hash Press Correspondent to the Shite House 
www.phuket-hhh.com 
 
 


